
 
 

Centre for Social Justice – Job Description 

Political and Communications Director 

 

 

THE ORGANISATION  

Established in 2004, the Centre for Social Justice (CSJ) is an independent think tank that studies the 
root causes of Britain’s social problems and seeks to address these through innovative policy 
recommendations to government. The CSJ has changed the landscape of our political conversation 
by putting social justice at the heart of British politics. This has led to some of the biggest welfare 
reforms in a generation. The majority of the CSJ’s work is organised around five ‘pathways to poverty’, 
first identified in our ground-breaking 2007 report, Breakthrough Britain. These are: family 
breakdown; educational failure; economic dependency and worklessness; addiction to drugs and 
alcohol; and severe personal debt.  

Our research is informed by experts and, just as importantly, our CSJ Alliance – a unique group 
of charities, social enterprises and other grass-roots organisations that work with individuals facing 
some of the most challenging and complex social problems. Their work is fundamental to our 
understanding of the issues faced by our poorest communities. The CSJ will continue to make the case 
to government and those developing policy for an ambitious approach to tackling the root causes 
of poverty.  

THE ROLE  

The Centre for Social Justice is looking to appoint a Political Director to lead our external affairs and 
communications work. This person will be responsible for ensuring the CSJ maintains its impact within 
Westminster and continues to be a leading voice in political debate on social affairs. The role is a senior, 
high-profile position within the organisation, carrying line management, project management, and 
budget management responsibility. The successful candidate will be responsible for driving forward the 
CSJ’s considerable political and external affairs work. The successful candidate will have a proven track 
record in a similar role and will be able to demonstrate past achievements.  

  

Job Title:  Political and Communications Director 

Reporting To: CEO 

Contract Type: Permanent  

Location:   Westminster, London 

Salary:  Dependent on experience 

Apply:  Please read the job description in full. If you feel you qualify for the role, please 
send your CV and a covering letter outlining your ambition for the role in no 
more than 400 words to recruitment@centreforsocialjustice.org.uk 



THE PERSON  

Experience and skills  
• A strong interest in politics, government and public policy aligned to the CSJ’s values;  
• A good quality degree plus significant practical experience;  
• Ability to communicate policy ideas and research effectively to a range of audiences;  
• Experience of promoting complex ideas to external political audiences with clearly presented data 

and policy recommendations;  
• Experience of working within government (possibly as a Special Advisor or similar role) and 

understanding of how to achieve impact within government;  
• First class writing ability (longform and shortform) across all major outlets;  
• Experience of media engagement, placing articles, writing press releases, engaging with 

journalists; as well as a strong background using social media;  
• Proven track record of building relationships within the Westminster ecosystem;  
• An understanding of how to achieve high profile media coverage;  
• Experience of managing individuals and teams.  
 
Personal Attributes 
• Shares the CSJ mission to put ‘social justice at the heart of British politics;  
• Self-motivated and able to drive activity forward;  
• Strong team player, good sense of fun; humble, willing to let others take the credit;  
• Consistently performs at a high level, strong attention to detail;  
• Flexibility and a willingness to ‘help out’;  
• Comfortable around very senior figures.   
 
 
MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
Responsibilities for this post will include, but will not necessarily be limited to: 
 
• Develop an external affairs strategy for the CSJ that ensures we retain our impact within 

Westminster and raises our profile within the media;  
• Constant interaction with senior political figures (advisors, MPs, Peers, officials) to ensure the CSJ 

is well represented externally;  
• Oversee the launch of circa 30 publications a year including several flagship CSJ events;  
• Maintain and develop the CSJ’s political relationships, including the Social Justice Caucus of MPs 

and peers, our Special Advisors group and other stakeholder groups;  
• Develop an external affairs strategy for the newly created CSJ Foundation;  
• Manage multiple stakeholders, internal and external, towards specific project deadlines;  
• Deliver high-quality written projects on time and to deadlines, planning your own work to deliver 

high quality research;  
• Line manage a small team spanning communications and events. Carry wider management 

responsibility within the organisation;  
• Advise on political and media opportunities and ensure that the CSJ never misses an opportunity 

to speak into relevant debates;  
• Be the CSJ’s point person for all external affairs matters.  
  
Other duties that may arise from time to time.  

 

 


